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BLOCKCHAIN

A blockchain is a distributed ledger with growing lists of records (blocks) that are securely linked
together via cryptographic hashes. Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous
block, a timestamp, and transaction data (generally represented as a Merkle tree, where data
nodes are represented by leaves). The timestamp proves that the transaction data existed when
the block was created. Since each block contains information about the previous block, they
effectively form a chain (compare linked list data structure), with each additional block linking to
the ones before it. Consequently, blockchain transactions are irreversible in that, once they are
recorded, the data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively without altering all
subsequent blocks.
Blockchains are typically managed by a peer-to-peer (P2P) computer network for use as a
public distributed ledger, where nodes collectively adhere to a consensus algorithm protocol to
add and validate new transaction blocks. Although blockchain records are not unalterable, since
blockchain forks are possible, blockchains may be considered secure by design and exemplify a
distributed computing system with high Byzantine fault tolerance.
A blockchain was created by a person (or group of people) using the name (or pseudonym)
Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 to serve as the public distributed ledger for bitcoin cryptocurrency
transactions, based on previous work by Stuart Haber, W. Scott Stornetta, and Dave Bayer.  The
implementation of the blockchain within bitcoin made it the first digital currency to solve the
double-spending problem without the need of a trusted authority or central server. The bitcoin
design has inspired other applications and blockchains that are readable by the public and are
widely used by cryptocurrencies. The blockchain may be considered a type of payment rail.
Private blockchains have been proposed for business use. Computerworld called the marketing
of such privatized blockchains without a proper security model "snake oil"; however, others have
argued that permissioned blockchains, if carefully designed, may be more decentralized and
therefore more secure in practice than permissionless ones.
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Cryptographer David Chaum first proposed a blockchain-like protocol in his 1982 dissertation "Computer Systems Established, Maintained, and Trusted by Mutually Suspicious
Groups." Further work on a cryptographically secured chain of blocks was described in 1991 by Stuart Haber and W. Scott Stornetta. They wanted to implement a system
wherein document timestamps could not be tampered with. In 1992, Haber, Stornetta, and Dave Bayer incorporated Merkle trees into the design, which improved its efficiency
by allowing several document certificates to be collected into one block. Under their company Surety, their document certificate hashes have been published in The New York
Times every week since 1995.
The first decentralized blockchain was conceptualized by a person (or group of people) known as Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Nakamoto improved the design in an important
way using a Hashcash-like method to timestamp blocks without requiring them to be signed by a trusted party and introducing a difficulty parameter to stabilize the rate at
which blocks are added to the chain. The design was implemented the following year by Nakamoto as a core component of the cryptocurrency bitcoin, where it serves as the
public ledger for all transactions on the network.
In August 2014, the bitcoin blockchain file size, containing records of all transactions that have occurred on the network, reached 20 GB (gigabytes). In January 2015, the size
had grown to almost 30 GB, and from January 2016 to January 2017, the bitcoin blockchain grew from 50 GB to 100 GB in size. The ledger size had exceeded 200 GB by early
2020.

The words block and chain were used separately in Satoshi Nakamoto's original paper, but were eventually popularized as a single word, blockchain, by 2016.
According to Accenture, an application of the diffusion of innovations theory suggests that blockchains attained a 13.5% adoption rate within financial services in 2016,
therefore reaching the early adopters' phase. Industry trade groups joined to create the Global Blockchain Forum in 2016, an initiative of the Chamber of Digital Commerce.
In May 2018, Gartner found that only 1% of CIOs indicated any kind of blockchain adoption within their organisations, and only 8% of CIOs were in the short-term "planning or
[looking at] active experimentation with blockchain". For the year 2019 Gartner reported 5% of CIOs believed blockchain technology was a 'game-changer' for their business.
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The block time is the average time it takes for the network to generate one extra block in the blockchain. By
the time of block completion, the included data becomes verifiable. In cryptocurrency, this is practically when
the transaction takes place, so a shorter block time means faster transactions. The block time for Ethereum
is set to between 14 and 15 seconds, while for bitcoin it is on average 10 minutes.

BLOCK TIME

HARD FORKS
A hard fork is a change to the blockchain protocol that is not backward-compatible and requires all
users to upgrade their software in order to continue participating in the network. In a hard fork, the
network splits into two separate versions: one that follows the new rules and one that follows the old
rules.
For example, Ethereum was hard-forked in 2016 to "make whole" the investors in The DAO, which had
been hacked by exploiting a vulnerability in its code. In this case, the fork resulted in a split creating
Ethereum and Ethereum Classic chains. In 2014 the Nxt community was asked to consider a hard fork
that would have led to a rollback of the blockchain records to mitigate the effects of a theft of 50 million
NXT from a major cryptocurrency exchange. The hard fork proposal was rejected, and some of the
funds were recovered after negotiations and ransom payment. Alternatively, to prevent a permanent
split, a majority of nodes using the new software may return to the old rules, as was the case of bitcoin
split on 12 March 2013.
A more recent hard-fork example is of Bitcoin in 2017, which resulted in a split creating Bitcoin Cash.
The network split was mainly due to a disagreement in how to increase the transactions per second to
accommodate for demand.
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By storing data across its peer-to-peer network, the blockchain eliminates some risks that come with data being
held centrally. The decentralized blockchain may use ad hoc message passing and distributed networking.
In a so-called "51% attack" a central entity gains control of more than half of a network and can then manipulate
that specific blockchain record at will, allowing double-spending.
Blockchain security methods include the use of public-key cryptography.  A public key (a long, random-looking
string of numbers) is an address on the blockchain. Value tokens sent across the network are recorded as
belonging to that address. A private key is like a password that gives its owner access to their digital assets or the
means to otherwise interact with the various capabilities that blockchains now support. Data stored on the
blockchain is generally considered incorruptible. Every node in a decentralized system has a copy of the blockchain.
Data quality is maintained by massive database replication and computational trust. No centralized "official" copy
exists and no user is "trusted" more than any other. Transactions are broadcast to the network using the software.
Messages are delivered on a best-effort basis. Early blockchains rely on energy-intensive mining nodes to validate
transactions, add them to the block they are building, and then broadcast the completed block to other nodes. : ch.
08  Blockchains use various time-stamping schemes, such as proof-of-work, to serialize changes. Later consensus
methods include proof of stake. The growth of a decentralized blockchain is accompanied by the risk of
centralization because the computer resources required to process larger amounts of data become more
expensive.

DECENTRALIZED
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Finality

Finality is the level of confidence that the well-formed block recently appended to the blockchain will not be revoked in the future (is
"finalized") and thus can be trusted. Most distributed blockchain protocols, whether proof of work or proof of stake, cannot guarantee the

finality of a freshly committed block, and instead rely on "probabilistic finality": as the block goes deeper into a blockchain, it is less likely to
be altered or reverted by a newly found consensus.

Byzantine Fault Tolerance-based proof-of-stake protocols purport to provide so called "absolute finality": a randomly chosen validator
proposes a block, the rest of validators vote on it, and, if a supermajority decision approves it, the block is irreversibly committed into the

blockchain.  A modification of this method, an "economic finality", is used in practical protocols, like the Casper protocol used in Ethereum:
validators which sign two different blocks at the same position in the blockchain are subject to "slashing", where their leveraged stake is

forfeited.
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WHAT IS NFT

REVEIW

NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN (NFT): WHAT IT MEANS AND HOW IT WORKS

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are assets that have been tokenized via a blockchain. They are assigned unique identification codes and
metadata that distinguish them from other tokens.

NFTs can be traded and exchanged for money, cryptocurrencies, or other NFTs—it all depends on the value the market and owners have
placed on them. For instance, you could use an exchange to create a token for an image of a banana. Some people might pay millions for
the NFT, while others might think it worthless.

Cryptocurrencies are tokens as well; however, the key difference is that two cryptocurrencies from the same blockchain are interchangeable
—they are fungible. Two NFTs from the same blockchain can look identical, but they are not interchangeable.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

NFTs (non-fungible tokens) are unique cryptographic tokens that exist on a blockchain and cannot be replicated.
NFTs can represent digital or real-world items like artwork and real estate.
"Tokenizing" these real-world tangible assets makes buying, selling, and trading them more efficient while reducing the probability of
fraud.
NFTs can represent individuals' identities, property rights, and more.
Collectors and investors initially sought NFTs after the public became more aware of them, but their popularity has since waned.
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WHAT IS NFT

REVEIW

HISTORY OF NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS (NFTS)

NFTs were created long before they became popular in the mainstream. Reportedly, the first NFT sold was "Quantum," designed and
tokenized by Kevin McKoy in 2014 on one blockchain (Namecoin), then minted and sold in 2021 on Ethereum.1

NFTs are built following the ERC-721 (Ethereum Request for Comment #721) standard, which dictates how ownership is transferred,
methods for confirming transactions, and how applications handle safe transfers (among other requirements). The ERC-1155 standard,
approved six months after ERC-721, improves upon ERC-721 by batching multiple non-fungible tokens into a single contract, reducing
transaction costs.

HOW NFTS WORK

NFTs are created through a process called minting, in which the information of the NFT is recorded on a blockchain. At a high level, the
minting process entails a new block being created, NFT information being validated by a validator, and the block being closed. This
minting process often entails incorporating smart contracts that assign ownership and manage the transferability of the NFT.
 
As tokens are minted, they are assigned a unique identifier directly linked to one blockchain address. Each token has an owner, and the
ownership information (i.e., the address in which the minted token resides) is publicly available. Even if 5,000 NFTs of the same exact
item are minted (similar to general admission tickets to a movie), each token has a unique identifier and can be distinguished from the
others.
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BLOCKCHAIN AND FUNGIBILITY
Like physical money, cryptocurrencies are usually fungible from a financial perspective, meaning that they can be traded or exchanged, one
for another. For example, one bitcoin is always equal in value to another bitcoin on a given exchange, similar to how every dollar bill of U.S.
currency has an implicit exchange value of $1. This fungibility characteristic makes cryptocurrencies suitable as a secure medium of
transaction in the digital economy.5

For this reason, NFTs shift the crypto paradigm by making each token unique and irreplaceable, making it impossible for one non-fungible
token to be "equal" to another. They are digital representations of assets and have been likened to digital passports because each token
contains a unique, non-transferable identity to distinguish it from other tokens. They are also extensible, meaning you can combine one NFT
with another to create a third, unique NFT.

EXAMPLES OF NFTS
Photography: Photographers can tokenize their work and offer total or partial ownership. For example, OpenSea user erubes1 has an
"Ocean Intersection" collection of beautiful ocean and surfing photos with several sales and owners.9
Sports: Collections of digital art based on celebrities and sports personalities.
Trading cards: Tokenized digital trading cards. Some are collectibles, while others can be traded in video games.
Utility: NFTs that can represent membership or unlock benefits.
Virtual worlds: VIrtual world NFTs grant you ownership of anything from avatar wearables to digital property.
Art: A generalized category of NFTs that includes everything from pixel to abstract art
Collectibles: Bored Ape Yacht Club, Crypto Punks, and Pudgy Panda are some examples of NFTs in this category
Domain names: NFTs that represent ownership of domain names for your website(s)
Music: Artists can tokenize their music, granting buyers the rights the artist wants them to have
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A cryptocurrency exchange, or a digital currency exchange (DCE), is a business that allows customers to trade cryptocurrencies or digital
currencies for other assets, such as conventional fiat money or other digital currencies. Exchanges may accept credit card payments, wire
transfers or other forms of payment in exchange for digital currencies or cryptocurrencies. A cryptocurrency exchange can be a market
maker that typically takes the bid–ask spreads as a transaction commission for its service or, as a matching platform, simply charges fees.
Some brokerages which also focus on other assets such as stocks, like Robinhood and eToro, let users purchase but not withdraw
cryptocurrencies to cryptocurrency wallets. Dedicated cryptocurrency exchanges such as Binance and Coinbase do allow cryptocurrency
withdrawals, however.

CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE

A cryptocurrency exchange can typically send cryptocurrency to a user's personal cryptocurrency wallet. Some can convert digital currency
balances into anonymous prepaid cards which can be used to withdraw funds from ATMs worldwide while other digital currencies are
backed by real-world commodities such as gold.
The creators of digital currencies are typically independent of the digital currency exchange that facilitate trading in the currency. In one
type of system, digital currency providers (DCP) are businesses that keep and administer accounts for their customers, but generally do not
issue digital currency to those customers directly. Customers buy or sell digital currency from digital currency exchanges, who transfer the
digital currency into or out of the customer's DCP account.[5] Some exchanges are subsidiaries of DCP, but many are legally independent
businesses. The denomination of funds kept in DCP accounts may be of a real or fictitious currency.
A digital currency exchange can be a brick-and-mortar business or a strictly online business. As a brick-and-mortar business, it exchanges
traditional payment methods and digital currencies. As an online business, it exchanges electronically transferred money and digital
currencies.
Often, the digital currency exchanges operate outside the Western countries to avoid regulation and prosecution. However, they do handle
Western fiat currencies and maintain bank accounts in several countries to facilitate deposits in various national currencies.
Decentralized exchanges such as Etherdelta, IDEX and HADAX do not store users' funds on the exchange, but instead facilitate peer-to-
peer cryptocurrency trading. Decentralized exchanges are resistant to security problems that affect other exchanges, but as of mid 2018
suffer from low trading volumes.

CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE OPRATIONS
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A cIn science fiction, the "metaverse" is a hypothetical iteration of the Internet as a single, universal, and immersive virtual world that is
facilitated by the use of virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) headsets. In colloquial usage, a "metaverse" is a network of 3D
virtual worlds focused on social connection.
The term "metaverse" originated in the 1992 science fiction novel Snow Crash as a portmanteau of "meta" and "universe". Metaverse
development is often linked to advancing virtual reality technology due to the increasing demands for immersion. Recent interest in
metaverse development is influenced by Web3, a concept for a decentralized iteration of the internet. Web3 and metaverse have been used
as buzzwords to exaggerate the development progress of various related technologies and projects for public relations
purposes.Information privacy, user addiction, and user safety are concerns within the metaverse, stemming from challenges facing the
social media and video game industries as a whole.

WHATS METAVERSE

Components of metaverse technology have already been developed within online video games. The 2003 virtual world platform Second Life
is often described as the first metaverse, as it incorporated many aspects of social media into a persistent three-dimensional world with the
user represented as an avatar, but historical claims of metaverse development started soon after the term was coined. Early projects
included Active Worlds and The Palace. Popular games described as part of the metaverse include Habbo Hotel, World of Warcraft,
Minecraft, Fortnite, VRChat, and game creation platform Roblox which has since employed significant usage of the term in marketing. In a
January 2022 interview with Wired, Second Life creator Philip Rosedale described metaverses as a three-dimensional Internet that is
populated with live people. Social interaction and 3D virtual worlds are often an integral feature in many massively multiplayer online
games.
In 2017, Microsoft acquired the VR company AltspaceVR, and has since implemented virtual avatars and meetings held in virtual reality into
Microsoft Teams.
In 2019, the social network company Facebook launched a social VR world called Facebook Horizon. In 2021, Facebook was renamed
"Meta Platforms" and its chairman Mark Zuckerberg declared a company commitment to developing a metaverse. Many of the virtual reality
technologies advertised by Meta Platforms remain to be developed. Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen criticised the move, adding
that Meta Platforms' continued focus on growth-oriented projects is largely done to the detriment of ensuring safety on their platforms.
Meta Platforms has also faced user safety criticism regarding Horizon Worlds due to sexual harassment occurring on the platform. In 2021,
Meta made a loss of over $10 billion on its metaverse development department, with Mark Zuckerberg saying he expected operating losses
to "increase meaningfully" in 2022.
Some metaverse implementations rely on digital currencies, and often cryptocurrency. Assets within the metaverse are sometimes traded
as non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and track ownership using blockchain technology.
Proposed applications for metaverse technology include improving work productivity, interactive learning environments, e-commerce,
mass-audience interaction, healthcare, real estate, and fashion.

METAVERSE IMPLEMENTATIONS
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AEthereum is a decentralized, open-source blockchain with smart contract functionality. Ether (Abbreviation: ETH; sign: Ξ) is the native
cryptocurrency of the platform. Among cryptocurrencies, ether is second only to bitcoin in market capitalization.
Ethereum was conceived in 2013 by programmer Vitalik Buterin. Additional founders of Ethereum included Gavin Wood, Charles
Hoskinson, Anthony Di Iorio and Joseph Lubin. In 2014, development work began and was crowdfunded, and the network went live on 30
July 2015. Ethereum allows anyone to deploy permanent and immutable decentralized applications onto it, with which users can interact.
Decentralized finance (DeFi) applications provide a broad array of financial services without the need for typical financial intermediaries like
brokerages, exchanges, or banks, such as allowing cryptocurrency users to borrow against their holdings or lend them out for interest.
Ethereum also allows users to create and exchange NFTs, which are unique tokens representing ownership of an associated asset or
privilege, as recognized by any number of institutions. Additionally, many other cryptocurrencies utilize the ERC-20 token standard on top of
the Ethereum blockchain and have utilized the platform for initial coin offerings.
On 15 September 2022, Ethereum transitioned its consensus mechanism from proof-of-work (PoW) to proof-of-stake (PoS) in an upgrade
process known as "the Merge". This has cut Ethereum's energy usage by 99%.

WHATS SAFETY BLOCKCHAIN POWERED BY ERC-20

T1. NODE expandable :- Any organization, any person, any system can create their node 
2.reverse engineering gas fee :- As there will be difficulties and transactions will be high, the reverse gas will also slow down due to high
gas fee inside it.

ADVANCE FEATURES
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The downside is that performance issues arise because every node calculates all the smart contracts in real-time. As of January 2016, the
Ethereum protocol could process about 25 transactions per second; this didn't change after the proof-of-stake implementation. In
comparison, the Visa payment platform processes 45,000 payments per second. This has led some to question the scalability of Ethereum.
On 19 December 2016, Ethereum exceeded one million transactions in a single day for the first time. Visa has also signaled interest in
processing NFT and Ethereum transactions.
Ethereum engineers have been working on sharding the calculations, and the next step (Ethereum 2) was presented at Ethereum's Devcon
3 in November 2017.
Ethereum's blockchain uses Merkle trees for security reasons, to improve scalability, and to optimize transaction hashing. As with any
Merkle tree implementation, this allows for storage savings, set membership proofs (called "Merkle proofs"), and light client synchronization.
The network has faced congestion problems, such as in 2017 in relation to CryptoKitties.
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